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Preparing for the week ahead : Corellian 3 Step Process 
Step 1: Where did markets end last week and why? 

Risk sentiment was weak for most of Friday with only a slight 
improvement in the last few hours as traders reduced positions ahead 
of a pivotal week for all markets. This reflected the negative mood 
post the release of stronger than expected US inflation data on 
Tuesday (August +0.1% v –0.1% expected MoM, 8.3% v 8.1% expected 
YoY). US inflation isn’t falling as many had hoped and that has wide 
reaching implications. 
 
Friday Data: 

• China industrial production, housing, retail sales all better than expectations. Is government stimulus starting to work? 

• UK Retail sales were awful, falling 1.6% (-0.5% expected). This release sent GBPUSD to 37 year lows at 1.1350. 

• Michigan consumer sentiment improved slightly but reflected uncertainty over the future path for the US economy. 
 
For US stock indices a shock profit warning after the close Thursday from FedEx, seen by many as a bellwether for the US 
economy, weighed on sentiment. The concern for traders is that more companies will be releasing profit warnings going 
forward into Q3 earnings. Indices hit 2 month lows, with the USA 500 finishing Friday down 0.4% (-4.2% on the week), the USA 
30 Wall Street -0.48% (-3.7% on the week) and the US Tech 100 -0.4% (-5.7% on the week). Although all indices had been lower 
during Friday, the technical weekly closes were not encouraging. The question for all traders now is whether the 2022 lows 
may be under threat. (See below for the USA 500 Technical Update). 

Early USD weakness flipped on the Tuesday release of US CPI as traders bet on the Fed to remain aggressive in their interest 
rate approach in order to tame high inflation. GBPUSD which had traded as high as 1.1737 on Tuesday hit fresh lows at 1.1350 
Friday before bouncing (Close 1.1425), while AUDUSD hit 2 month lows 0.6670 as risk sentiment soured (Closed at 0.6720). 
USDJPY hit the highs again just short of 145 which saw Japanese authorities continue their verbal intervention and even ‘check 
rates’ with local banks. (See page 4 for the GBPUSD Technical Update).   

Commodities had a nervy week as traders weighed up a higher USD, stubborn US inflation and global demand concerns. Gold 
had a poor week falling to $1661 as expectations for aggressive Fed rate hikes hurt positioning (Closed at $1674). (See page 4 
for the Gold Technical Update). 

US 10 year bond yields hit their 2022 highs at 3.48% again before settling back down to close the week at 3.46%. This 3.50% 
area will be a big focal point for traders as expectations for higher interest rates send bond prices down and yields up. 
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Step 2: What is new, if anything, from the weekend? 

Step 3: Looking forward to the week ahead  

Important events are coloured in bold red, all times are British Summer Time (BST)   

Please use the key opposite to adjust to your appropriate time zone        

Individual Share Update (Some of the key earnings next week in the chart below): 

Central Bank Meetings, Key Central Bank Speakers and Important Economic Data: 

This week is all about the central banks. 

Tuesday: JPY Inflation Data (CPI). This data is usually ignored but now that traders are focused on JPY weakness, and what it 
is doing to import prices in Japan, it could be a market mover. With potential intervention looming in USDJPY and a BoJ       
Interest rate meeting Thursday markets are very sensitive to these types of releases right now. 

China PBOC Interest Rate Decision. Chinese authorities are desperately struggling to encourage growth across their economy. 
After Friday’s more positive data releases the shoots of recovery maybe appearing so economists are divided on whether 
more stimulus is incoming at this meeting. Likely to have a limited impact on sentiment before the Fed the following day. 

RBA Meeting Minutes. The RBA is in focus as they have suggested they may be closer to reducing the speed of hikes, and  
traders will be keen to see what hints are hidden in the minutes of the last meeting. Could impact a struggling AUD. 

CAD Inflation Data (CPI). Very important for the BoC as this is something that will impact their policy decisions. They have 
indicated more hikes are incoming but traders will want to anticipate the size. 

ECB President Lagarde Speech. Traders have not heard from Lagarde a great deal this summer and, for now, the hawks seem 
to be in control at the ECB. It will be interesting to hear what she has to say after the 75bps hike at the last meeting. Is this the 
only ‘jumbo hike’ from the ECB or are more big moves likely? With EURUSD oscillating around parity, markets want to know 
what next! 
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Wednesday: FOMC Interest Rate Decision and Press Conference. This is a huge event and the markets are pricing in another 
75bps hike, which Chairman Powell seems willing to deliver. What comes next is an open question due to the lack of forward 
guidance given by the Fed currently. There is a danger that this is a hawkish hike and markets take stocks lower and the USD 
even higher. That scenario has huge implications for other central banks going forward. The expectation is for high volatility in 
all markets post this decision. (See below for the USA 30 Wall Street Technical Update). 

Thursday: BoJ Interest Rate Decision and Press Conference. This is a pivotal meeting. Usually traders get the same old 
comments, and the BoJ sticking to its policy of controlling the yield curve (YCC). However, now the Ministry of Finance (MoF) is 
pushing hard to talk the JPY up and there is a chance of intervention. This seems difficult with YCC policy as it is and so the 
question is, do the BoJ shift policy and strengthen the JPY or leave policy unchanged and see USDJPY back to 145.00 or 150, 
where the MoF may draw a line in the sand regarding intervention. A policy shift would be a big market mover. 

SNB Interest Rate Decision. The SNB shocked markets at its last meeting in June by hiking 50bps in front of the ECB. The SNB 
has far fewer meetings than most central banks, and so may shock markets again after seeing last week’s 75bps hike from the 
ECB. There seems to be an acceptance of a stronger CHF these days from the SNB, so watch out for a surprise.  

BoE Interest Rate Decision. Another key meeting for traders. Bank of England policy maker Catherine Mann recently called for 
“forceful” action to contain inflation, a signal she may support more ‘Jumbo’ increases in interest rates as soon as this week. 
The BoE, after having their meeting postponed, has had a chance to see more data. Inflation remains very strong but hard data 
like retail sales has been dire. Balancing the goal of fighting inflation and keeping growth intact seems a tough, if not 
impossible task. This release will move GBP! (See page 4 for the GBPUSD Technical Update). 
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Friday: GBP Gfk Consumer Confidence. Less important so close to the BoE decision the day before, but this release will impact 
how investors feel about the prospects for the UK economy going forward. Right now it is negative and getting worse daily! 

Global Preliminary Manufacturing and Services PMI. These releases will be taken very seriously and give traders a great 
insight into the health of the economies across the developed world. Many are moving into contraction as growth stalls. 
Expect these to have an impact on stock market sentiment and GBP, EUR and AUD. 

Commodity Focus, Gold: A disappointing week for Gold as it fell to fresh 2 year lows. The prospect of more aggressive hikes 
from the Fed to cool inflation are weighing heavily, as are rate increases from other developed central banks. Rising bond 
yields and a higher USD are also negative factors. Much now depends on the FOMC meeting next week as Gold hovers below 
technical support. Gold currently acts less as an inflation hedge and more as a risk contagion/ geo-political risk hedge. While 
these remain on the sidelines there is increased potential for Gold to struggle. (See below for the Gold Technical Update). 
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Below are the key levels in Stocks and G10 FX the Corellian mentors are focused on. 

Disclaimer: 

Corellian Global Investments (Corellian or The Firm) is an appointed representative of Laven Advisors LLP, which is authorised and         

regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Information contained in this document is intended for the use of the addressee only and is 

confidential. Any dissemination, distribution, copying or use of this document without prior permission of the addressee is strictly               

prohibited.  

All opinions and judgements expressed in this presentation/document and all projections, forecasts and statements concerning future 

events or possible results achieved by Corellian are personal opinions, judgements, projections, forecasts and statements of Corellian and 

result from the interpretation by Corellian of the information that was in its possession at the date of preparation of this introductory 

presentation.  

Prior performance is not indicative of future results, and there can be no guarantee with respect to whether the financial objectives of the 

investments by Corellian may be achieved in the future. As a result, investors must form their own independent view as to such opinions, 

judgements, projections, forecasts or statements.  

The information herein is based on factual information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but Corellian does not represent or 

warrant that it is accurate and complete or that the services herein are appropriate for any person. This presentation is for informational 

purposes only and is not, and may not be relied on in any manner as legal, tax, investment, accounting or other advice or as an offer to sell 

or a solicitation of an offer of any security or service.  

Certain information contained herein constitutes “forward-looking statements,” which can be identified by the use of terms such as “may”, 

“will”, “should”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “project”, “estimate”, “intend”, “continue,” “target” or “believe” (or the negatives thereof) or other 

variations thereon or comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or actual performance of the 

services offered herein may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements.  

As a result, the recipient should not rely on such forward-looking statements in making its decisions to pursue the services or products 

offered herein. No representation or warranty is made as to future performance or such forward-looking statements. All opinions and 

judgements expressed in this presentation and all projections, forecasts and statements concerning future events or possible results 

achieved by Corellian are personal opinions, judgements, projections, forecasts and statements of Corellian and result from the                   

interpretation by Corellian of the information that was in its possession at the date of preparation of this introductory presentation.  


